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Vicki Phillips to join Educurious as CEO in Residence  

 

Michael Golden recruited to establish the University of Pennsylvania’s center for innovation 

 

SEATTLE—Educurious today announced that Vicki Phillips, former director of education at the 

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and former superintendent of Portland, Ore. public schools, will 

serve as CEO in Residence beginning Oct. 2. 

 

Current CEO and Educurious co-founder, Michael Golden, is leaving to launch a center for 

innovation at the University of Pennsylvania Graduate School of Education.  

 

A Seattle-based nonprofit, Educurious works to prepare young people for college and tomorrow’s 

careers through project-based learning curricula, innovative technology, and workforce 

explorations. It was founded seven years ago to solve an intractable problem in education—

making the school experience of students and their teachers relevant to everyday life.  

 

“It’s thrilling to reflect upon our remarkable progress under Michael’s leadership—enabling 

Educurious to positively impact the lives of nearly 100,000 students across the country,” said 

Educurious Board Chair, Janet Frohnmayer. “Having national education leader, Vicki Phillips, 

leading Educurious’ team into its next stages of strategic development, expanding its impact, 

operationalizing a formal memorandum of understanding to collaborate with Penn GSE, and 

helping us find our next CEO, will take us to the next level.” 

 

Educurious was founded with support from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation under Phillips’ 

leadership during her tenure there.  

 

“From the beginning, I felt Educurious had potential to transform the K-12 experience, and its 

work to date is evidence of that success. Educurious is ensuring that more young people—

especially underserved and marginalized youth—have the opportunity to become curious, 

engaged learners and take ownership in their lives,” Phillips said. “It’s an honor to work with 

Educurious again.” 

 

“I am proud of our accomplishments at Educurious and thrilled we have been able to recruit a 

world-class education leader like Vicki to continue to expand Educurious’ influence and impact. I 

look forward to continuing to work in partnership with Educurious in my new capacity at UPenn,” 

said Golden. 

 



Educurious and Penn GSE have signed a formal memorandum of understanding agreement to 

collaborate on research and program development—with a focus on equity and access—to 

incubate cutting-edge solutions that help more students succeed. 

 

About Educurious 

Educurious is a catalyst to reimagine learning. Our mission is to empower and motivate young 

people to achieve academic, career and personal success through transformative learning 

experiences. Our integrated solution captures the imaginations and interests of youth. By 

combining project-based learning, technology, connections with real-world experts, and 

workplace explorations, we create meaningful learning that cultivates contemporary skills. 

 

Online: educurious.org 

On Twitter: @educurious 

On Facebook: facebook.com/Educurious 
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Chris Nelson 

cnelson@pyramidcommunications.com 
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